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INNOVATIVE 

ITEM NUMBER 13.2 

SUBJECT Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal – Resolution of Certain 
Policy Issues 

REFERENCE F2013/02004 - D06359276 

REPORT OF Service Manager Land Use Planning         
 
PURPOSE: 
 
The purpose of this report is to supplement the report Parramatta CBD Planning 
Proposal – Resolution of Certain Policy Issues, which was originally considered at 
the Council meetings of 12 June 2018 and 23 July 2018 (copy provided at 
Attachment 1). This supplementary report has been prepared resulting from a further 
workshop held with Councillors on 22 August 2018, which considered matters 
pertaining to the Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal raised by Councillors and were 
discussed in the original report at Attachment 1. N.B. This supplementary report 
should be read in conjunction with the original report at Attachment 1. 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
(a) That Council resolve in accordance with Options B1, B2 or B3 in relation to 

Issue B – Setback of towers to Church Street to protect heritage streetscape. 

(b) That Council resolve in accordance with Options C1, C2 or C3 in relation to 

Issue C – Performance provisions relating to Opportunity Site bonus FSR. 

(c) That Council resolve in accordance with Options D1, D2, D3 or D4 in relation to 

Issue D – Appropriate Incentive FSRs for the West Auto Alley Precinct. 

(d) That Council resolve in accordance with Options E1, E2 or E3 in relation to 

Issue E – Application of the proposed High Performing Buildings Bonus to sites 

with an FSR less than 10:1. 

(e) That Council resolve in accordance with Options F1 or F2 in relation to Issue F 

– Value Sharing Mechanism. 

(f) Further, that the Department of Planning and Environment be advised of this 

resolution to assist with its processing of the Gateway Determination of the 

draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal. 

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
1. The report Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal – Resolution of Certain Policy 

Issues (the Policy Issues Report) was prepared to address policy matters raised 

by Councillors from an earlier workshop on 7 May 2018 where decisions for 

certain site-specific planning proposals vary from the policy position adopted in 

the endorsed CBD Planning Proposal. A copy of this report is provided at 

Attachment 1. 
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2. At the meeting of 12 June 2018, the report at Attachment 1 was tabled and a 

separate Resolution was adopted. At the meeting of 9 July 2018, the Resolution 

of 12 June 2018 was subsequently rescinded and a further resolution to defer the 

matter to a workshop to be held before 23 July 2018 was resolved (refer to 

Attachment 2). At the meeting of 23 July 2018, the report was deferred as the 

workshop had to yet to be held. The workshop was held on 22 August 2018. 

 

3. Five policy issues were considered at the workshop on 22 August 2018, being: 

A. Proposed Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Sliding Scale clause for small sites 

and the ‘out-clause’; 

B. Setback of towers to Church Street to protect heritage streetscape; 

C. Performance provisions relating to Opportunity Site bonus FSR; 

D. Appropriate Incentive FSRs for the West Auto Alley Precinct; and 

E. Application of the proposed High Performing Buildings Bonus to sites with 

an FSR less than 10:1. 

Two additional issues were also discussed in the original Policy Issues Report, but 
not in the most recent workshop of 22 August 2018, as follows: 

F. Value Sharing Mechanism 

G. Appropriate Incentive FSRs adjacent to a State-Listed Heritage Item 

Each of these issues are discussed sequentially below, with potential options then 
provided for Council to consider resolving in relation to progressing the 
Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal at the current time. 

 
ISSUES/OPTIONS 
 
Issue A: Proposed Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Sliding Scale Clause for small sites 
and the ‘out-clause’ 
 
4. An FSR Sliding Scale uses site area thresholds to calculate the FSR for a 

potential development. It reduces the FSR allowable on smaller sites by taking 

into account the constraints that small sites pose to appropriate development – 

such as good built design, building separation and amenity; and incentivises site 

amalgamations by enabling more FSR on larger sites. The associated ‘out-

clause’ may allow exceptions to this based on special circumstances. This matter 

arose from the site-specific planning proposal at 55 Aird Street, Parramatta (a 

small 658sqm site) and was discussed at the workshops of 7 May 2018 and 22 

August 2018. The rescinded resolution of 12 June 2018 did not address this 

issue, thereby maintaining the currently endorsed position within the CBD 

Planning Proposal.  

 

5. Given that the site-specific PP for 55 Aird Street is subject to a Post-Gateway 

Review by the Independent Planning Commission, and the original rescinded 

resolution of 12 June 2018 did not change the adopted position in the CBD 

Planning Proposal, it is suggested that no changes be made to the FSR sliding 

scale at the current time until after the outcomes of both the review by the 

Independent Planning Commission and also the Gateway Determination for the 

CBD Planning Proposal are known. 

 

6. Given the above, there are no options associated with this issue as no further 

resolution would be required on the matter at the current time. 
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Issue B: Setback of towers to Church Street to protect heritage streetscape 

 

7. This matter arose from consideration of a site-specific planning proposal at 286-

300 Church Street, Parramatta and was discussed at the workshops of 7 May 

2018 and 22 August 2018. The key concern identified with this issue is ensuring 

an appropriate tower setback and podium height along Church Street between 

Macquarie Street and Parramatta River so as to ensure suitable protection of the 

important heritage streetscape.  

 

8. Three options are proposed for Councillors to consider on this issue. The first 

option B1 is the original officer recommendation from the Policy Issues Report. 

This option proposes a 12m setback with a 12m height limit along this section of 

Church Street, however given the short lot depths (due to rear lanes) for those 

two street blocks on the western side of Church Street between George Street 

and the river, it is proposed that the 12m height limit apply to the whole site in this 

area, as per Figure 2 in the Policy Issues Report. Further, this option also 

recommends reducing the Incentive FSR from 10:1 to 3:1 for the affected setback 

area. The second option B2 is as per the rescinded resolution. This option also 

proposes a 12m setback with a 12m height limit, but does not extend this to the 

entire site in the case of those two street blocks with short lot depths on the 

western side of Church Street between George Street and the river, nor does it 

reduce the FSRs in the setback area. The third option B3, arose out of the 

workshop discussions on 22 August 2018, and proposes a setback area 

consistent with Option B1, but no associated reduction in FSR. 

 

Option B1: Adopt the Officer Recommendations (d), (e) and (f) from the Policy 
Issues Report, as reproduced below: 

 
(d) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to amend the Base and Incentive Height of Building maps for 
Church Street between Macquarie Street and the Parramatta River to 
show a 12m tower setback control consistent with Figure 2 of this report 
[ie. the Policy Issues Report] with a maximum 12m height control in this 
setback area. 

 
(e) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to apply a maximum 3:1 FSR for the same 12m tower setback 
area for Church Street between Macquarie Street and the Parramatta 
River (as specified in (d) above and as per Figure 2 of this report [ie. the 
Policy Issues Report]) on both the Base Floor Space Ratio and Incentive 
Floor Space Ratio Maps; so as to protect the heritage streetscape of 
Church Street and ensure general consistency with the Urbis Heritage 
Study. 

 
 (f) That, in relation to the Site Specific Planning Proposals for 286-300 

Church Street, 197-207 Church Street and 89 Marsden Street, and 295 
Church Street, Parramatta, Council consider aligning these Planning 
Proposals with the above policy approach when these matters are 
reported back to Council following public exhibition. 
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Option B2: Adopt the 12 June 2018 Rescinded Resolution items (c) and (e), as 
reproduced below: 
 
(c) That in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to amend the Base and Incentive Height of Buildings maps for 
Church Street between Macquarie Street and the Parramatta River to 
show a 12m tower setback control, and a podium height of 12m. 

 
(e) That no resolved Planning Proposal be amended retrospectively with the 

expectation of Site Specific Planning Proposals for 286-300 Church 
Street, 197-207 Church Street and 89 Marsden Street, and 295 Church 
Street, Parramatta, Council consider aligning these planning proposals 
with the above policy approach when these matters are reported back to 
Council following public exhibition. 

 
Option B3: Adopt the following recommendation arising out of workshop 
outcomes: 

 
(a) That, relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to amend the Base and Incentive Height of Building maps for 
Church Street between Macquarie Street and the Parramatta River to 
show a 12m tower setback control consistent with Figure 2 of this report 
[ie. the Policy Issues Report, with the exception of the references to the 
FSR reduction changes] with a maximum 12m height control in this 
setback area. 
 

(b) That, in relation to the Site Specific Planning Proposals for 286-300 
Church Street, 197-207 Church Street and 89 Marsden Street, and 295 
Church Street, Parramatta, Council consider aligning these Planning 
Proposals with the above policy approach when these matters are 
reported back to Council following public exhibition. 

 
Issue C: Performance provisions relating to Opportunity Site bonus FSR 
 
9. This matter arose from consideration of a site-specific planning proposal at 286-

300 Church Street, Parramatta and was discussed at the workshops of 7 May 

2018 and 22 August 2018. The Officer Recommendation proposes additional 

depth requirements for sites – 35m for corner sites with at least two street 

frontages and 40m for all other situations; as well as further considerations for 

site isolation and impacts on historic streetscapes. This approach would require a 

site to have sufficient depth to accommodate a tower built form of up to 15:1 FSR 

and prevent corner sites from applying the longest street frontage as the basis of 

meeting the current standard when the site’s depth is insufficient to 

accommodate a built form of up to 15:1 FSR while complying with SEPP 65 

Apartment Design Guidelines. The rescinded resolution of 12 June 2018 did not 

address this issue, thereby maintaining the currently endorsed position within the 

CBD Planning Proposal.  

 

10. Three options are proposed for Councillors to consider on this issue. Option C1 

is the original officer recommendation from the Policy Issues Report, which 

proposes to introduce the new requirements for Opportunity Sites, including site 
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depth, site isolation and heritage streetscape requirements. Option C2 is to retain 

the current Opportunity Site controls as they exist within the current CBD 

Planning Proposal (i.e. no change). Option C3 is identical to option C1, with the 

exception to not apply any new Opportunity Site provisions retrospectively to the 

site-specific planning proposal for 286-300 Church Street, Parramatta, which was 

discussed at the workshop held on 22 August 2018. 

 
Option C1: Adopt the Officer Recommendations (g) and (h) from the Policy 
Issues Report, as reproduced below: 
 
(g) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to amend Clause 7.16 Opportunity Sites to include additional 
provisions to address site isolation, impacts on historic streetscapes, and 
adding minimum site depth requirements as follows: 

• 35m, where the site is a corner site with at least two street frontages; 
or 

• 40m, in all other situations. 
 

(h) That, in relation to the Site Specific Planning Proposal for 286-300 Church 
Street, Parramatta, Council resolve to require site isolation and impacts on 
historic streetscapes are matters for consideration when this matter is 
reported back to Council following public exhibition. 

 
Option C2: That Council retain the current Opportunity Site controls within the 
Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal as endorsed by Council on 11 April 2016 
(i.e. with no change). 

 
Option C3: Adopt the following recommendation arising out of workshop 
outcomes: 
 
(a) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to amend Clause 7.16 Opportunity Sites to include additional 

provisions to address site isolation, impacts on historic streetscapes, and 

adding minimum site depth requirements as follows: 

• 35m, where the site is a corner site with at least two street frontages; 
or 

• 40m, in all other situations. 
 

(b) That, in relation to the resolved site-specific planning proposal for 286-300 

Church Street, Parramatta, Council resolve to not retrospectively apply 

the above new provisions to this site-specific planning proposal.  

 
Issue D: Appropriate Incentive FSRs for the West Auto Alley Precinct 
 
11. This matter arose from discussions with Councillors following the 7 May 2018 

workshop, where the matter of revised Incentive FSRs for the Auto Alley precinct 

were discussed. It was then further discussed in detail at the workshop of 22 

August 2018.  

 

12. Four options are proposed for Councillors to consider on this issue. The first 

option D1 is the original officer recommendation from the Policy Issues Report, 

which is to retain the existing 3:1 FSR controls for this precinct as per the current 
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CBD Planning Proposal, and also reducing 12-20 Dixon Street to 2:1 given site 

constraints, including the application of a 26m height limit due to adjoining 

heritage items and also flood risk on the site. The second option D2 is as per the 

rescinded resolution, which increases FSRs to 6:1 and remove height limits. The 

third option D3 arises out of the workshop outcomes of 22 August 2018. This 

third option also proposes an FSR of 6:1 with no height limits (like option D2), but 

adds the preparation of a detailed Precinct Plan to identify additional 

opportunities for public open space, through-site links and road widenings in the 

precinct, and also a precinct-based heritage study as a supporting document to 

the CBD Planning Proposal (so as to meet our statutory obligations under the 

relevant section 9.1 direction for heritage under the Environmental Planning & 

Assessment Act 1979). The fourth option D4 is to retain the current position in the 

CBD Planning Proposal that being a FSR of 3:1 and height limits of 80m, 40m 

and 26m. 

 

Option D1: Adopt the Officer Recommendations (j) and (k) from the Policy Issues 
Report, as reproduced below: 
 
(j) That, in relation to the planning controls for 12-20 Dixon Street, Council 

resolve to amend the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal such that 
the FSR for the site is reduced from 3:1 to 2:1 and the 26 metre height 
limit remains unchanged. 

 
(k) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to retain the previously adopted Incentive FSRs for the Auto Alley 
Precinct, consistent with the detailed Auto Alley Planning Framework. 

 
Option D2: Adopt the 12 June 2018 rescinded resolution item (b), as reproduced 
below: 
 
(b) That in line with the removal of the HCA as per a), the original intent of 

item 7.7 from 14/12/15, and consistent with other areas of the CBD, 
establish incentive floor space controls, and amend the maps (incentive 
floor space and height) to the following 

i. In the area west of the 10:1 area along auto alley in the CBD 
transitional area, apply a 6:1 FSR. For the avoidance of doubt this 
area is north of Lennox St, as well as Dixon St, Rosehill St, and 
Boundary St 

ii. That appropriate heights be established (or removed) to achieve 
the FSR controls. 

 
Option D3: Adopt the following recommendation arising out of workshop 
outcomes: 
 
(a) That Council resolve to amend the Incentive Height and FSR maps for the 

West Auto Alley Precinct as follows: 

 2:1 and 3:1 FSRs on Lennox, Lansdowne, Dixon, Rosehill and 

Boundary Streets increased to 6:1 

 20m, 26m,40m and 80m height limits on Lennox, Lansdowne, Dixon, 

Rosehill and Boundary Streets increased to “no height limit” 

consistent with the 6:1 FSR area in the East Auto Alley Precinct. 
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(b) That the justification for the above changes be noted as follows: 

 Consistency with the approach taken in the 6:1 FSR areas in the 

East Auto Alley Precinct and also the northern section of the 

Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal area; 

 Recent endorsed changes to the boundary for the South Parramatta 

Heritage Conservation Area; 

 Proximity of this area to the new commercial heart of the Parramatta 

CBD at Parramatta Square (approximately 820m walk) warrants 

higher densities to support the growth of the Central City.   

 

(c) That Council undertake a further precinct-based Heritage Study as a 

supporting document to the CBD Planning Proposal in light of the 

changes to the FSR, Heights and South Parramatta Heritage 

Conservation Area boundary (so as to meet our statutory obligations 

under the relevant section 9.1 direction for heritage under the 

Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979). 

 

(d) That, given the increase in height and FSR, Council prepare a detailed 

Precinct Plan to identify additional opportunities for public open space, 

through-site links and road widenings to support this density in the 

precinct, where, based on land ownership and lot configuration patterns, 

these spaces can be provided as part of future developments without any 

loss of FSR to affected landowners (i.e. FSR is shifted elsewhere on site) 

and the land identified for these spaces is shown as having a 0m height 

limit, consistent with the approach taken in the East Auto Alley Precinct.  

 

(e) That the precinct-based Heritage Study and Precinct Plan be completed 

and the CBD Planning Proposal be amended accordingly prior to 

exhibition of the CBD Planning Proposal and further, that Council request 

the Department of Planning and Environment to include the preparation of 

this study and plan as conditions of the Gateway Determination so as to 

not delay its release. 

 

Option D4: That Council maintain the current position for the West Auto Alley 
Precinct as per the adopted Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal being height 
limits of 80m, 40m and 26m and FSR of 3:1. 

 
Issue E: Application of the proposed High Performing Buildings Bonus to sites 
with an FSR less than 10:1 
 
13. This matter arose from consideration of a site-specific planning proposal at 33-43 

Marion Street, Parramatta and was discussed at the workshops of 7 May 2018 

and 22 August 2018. Council previously resolved to allow the High Performing 

Buildings (HPB) incentive of 0.5:1 to a proposal where the maximum endorsed 

FSR was 6:1, which was inconsistent with the adopted position in the CBD 

Planning Proposal to only apply the 0.5:1 bonus to sites with an FSR of 10:1. The 

rescinded resolution of 12 June 2018 sought to amend the CBD Planning 

Proposal to allow the 0.5:1 HPB bonus for sites with a FSR of 6:1. 
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14. Three options are proposed for Councillors to consider on this issue. The first 

option E1 is the original officer recommendation (b) from the Policy Issues 

Report, which is to retain the current position of the adopted CBD Planning 

Proposal, which is to apply the HPB bonus only to sites with an FSR of 10:1. It is 

not proposed to include the original recommendation (c) in this report as, since 

the drafting of the original Policy Issues Report, a Gateway Determination has 

been issued for this site-specific planning proposal which removes the HPB 

bonus, consistent with the current CBD Planning Proposal position. Given this it 

is considered that the matter be addressed in that separate site-specific planning 

proposal process. The second option E2 is to apply the rescinded resolution 

position, which was to also apply the HPB bonus of 0.5:1 FSR to sites with an 

FSR of 6:1. The third option E3 has been developed based on the workshop 

outcomes of 22 August 2018. This option proposes the HPB bonus for 6:1 sites 

be 5% and that further environmental analysis be undertaken so as to ensure the 

above BASIX performance measures are commensurate with development 

feasibility. 

 
Option E1: Adopt the Officer Recommendation (b) from the Policy Issues Report, 
as reproduced below: 
 
(b) That, in relation to the Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council 

resolve to retain the previously adopted high performing building clause, 
and specifically, the application of the clause to sites with an FSR equal or 
greater than 10:1.    

 
Option E2: Adopt the 12 June 2018 rescinded resolution item, as reproduced 
below: 
 
(g)  That the High Performing Buildings bonus will apply to mixed use 

development sites with an FSR of 6:1 not 10:1. 
 

Option E3: Adopt the following recommendation arising out of workshop 
outcomes: 
  
(a) That Council apply a high performing buildings bonus of 5% to mixed use 

developments with an FSR of 6:1. 

 

(b) That Council undertake further environmental analysis of the extent of 

performance measures above BASIX that are feasible for 6:1 mixed use 

developments with the 5% bonus and amend the clause within the 

Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal accordingly prior to public exhibition.  

 

(c) That Council request the Department of Planning and Environment to 

include the preparation of the further environmental analysis as a condition 

of the Gateway Determination so as to not delay its release. 
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Issue F: Value Sharing Mechanism 
 
15. The adopted Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal currently contains a proposed 

value sharing mechanism (subject to State Government approval through the 

pending Gateway Determination). The Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal seeks 

to introduce “Base”, “Incentive” and “Opportunity Site” FSR controls, into which 

the value sharing mechanism is embedded. The mechanism operates when 

applicants seek FSRs higher than the Base, up to the Incentive FSR (Phase 1 

Value Sharing) and also Opportunity Site FSR (Phase 2 Value Sharing) where 

applicable. The mechanism requires the provision of community infrastructure 

when these higher FSRs are being sought. Further details on the mechanism 

and the rates are provided in the Policy Issues Report. 

 

16. Two options are provided below for consideration by Council.  The first option F1 

is the original officer recommendation from the Policy Issues Report, which is to 

retain the current position of the adopted Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal 

and associated rates. The second option F2 is to apply the rescinded resolution 

position, which is identical to the original officer recommendation, with the 

exception of reducing the review period from 5 years to 3 years.  

 

Note. The independent peer review and exhibited Discussion Paper in relation to 

the value sharing proposal recommended that the review of the value sharing 

rates occur after 5 years of implementation. 

 

17. Option F1: Adopt the Officer Recommendation (l) from the Policy Issues Report, 

as reproduced below: 

 
(l)  That, in relation to the proposed Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, 

Council resolve to not change the adopted value sharing mechanism and 

the rates and to reaffirm the requirement to re-evaluate the mechanism 

after FIVE years and to review the mechanism against a residential market 

index and adjust if necessary. 

 

Option F2: Adopt the 12 June 2018 rescinded resolution item (d), as reproduced 
below: 
 
(d)  That in relation to the proposed Draft Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, 

Council resolve to not change the adopted value sharing mechanism and 

the rates and to reaffirm the requirement to re-evaluate the mechanism 

after THREE years and to review the mechanism against a residential 

market index and adjust if necessary. 

 
Issue G: Appropriate Incentive FSRs adjacent to a State-Listed Heritage Item 
 
18. This issue arose following consideration of a site-specific planning proposal for 

184-188 George Street, Parramatta, which is adjacent to the State-Listed 

Heritage Item of Harrisford House. On 14 May 2018, Council resolved to support 

a maximum FSR of 6:1 on the site. This was inconsistent with the endorsed CBD 

Planning Proposal, which applies an Incentive FSR of 10:1 to both the site and 

Harrisford House (to allow for FSR transfer). However, on 12 June 2018 Council 
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resolved to rescind their previous decision and support an FSR of 10:1 on 184-

188 George Street, consistent with the endorsed CBD Planning Proposal. Given 

that the site-specific PP is now consistent with the CBD Planning Proposal, there 

is no further action required on this matter at the current time. 

 

19. In addition to the above site-specific PP matter, an additional matter was raised 

in the Policy Issues Report with respect to potentially amending controls in the 

Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal for the Roxy Theatre site to ensure 

consistency with the current DA process and Heritage Council assessment. The 

current status of the DA is that it has now been appealed to the Land and 

Environment Court. Given that the matter is now before the Court, it is 

recommended that no change be made to the Parramatta CBD Planning 

Proposal for the Roxy Theatre site at the current time until the outcomes of the 

court case are known. 

 

20. Given the above, there are no options associated with this issue as no further 

resolution would be required on the matter at the current time. 

 
CONSULTATION & TIMING 
 
21. This matter has been to two Councillor workshops held on 7 May 2018 and 22 

August 2018.  
 
22. Once a Gateway Determination is issued by the Department of Planning and 

Environment for the Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal, Council will be able to 
place this planning proposal on public exhibition (subject to compliance with 
Gateway conditions, which potentially may take some time to resolve). 

 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATION FOR COUNCIL 
 
23. Estimated costs to commission and undertake urban design (Precinct Plan) and 

heritage analysis for the West Auto Alley precinct (consistent with Option D3) is 
approximately $60,000; and environmental analysis for the High Performing 
Building bonus amendment (consistent with Option E3) is approximately 
$10,000. There are funds available in the CBD Planning Framework Review 
budget to undertake these studies if Council resolves in accordance with the 
relevant options.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 
24. This supplementary report has been prepared to seek direction from Council in 

relation to certain policy issues for the Parramatta CBD Planning Proposal arising 

from Councillor workshops held on 7 May 2018 and 22 August 2018, as well as 

taking into account the rescinded Resolution from 12 June 2018. 

 

25. This report supplements the original Council report titled, “Parramatta CBD 

Planning Proposal – Resolution of Certain Policy Issues” (copy at Attachment 1), 

following its deferral from the meeting of 23 July 2018 to allow a further Councillor 

workshop, which was held on 22 August 2018. 
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